"My Menstrual Cup
shortened my period!"
Menstrual cups are better than tampons in every single way, from
creating less waste for the planet, putting less toxins in your body, and
overall being extremely cost effective for your wallet. Saalt Menstrual
Cups are super stylish to boot, and some Saalt Cup users have even
reported that using one has shortened their period! Read on to see what
a user says first hand about this period care holy grail...
No one wants to worry about a bulky pad or leaky tampon on a regular day, much less when you're in downward dog.

"I’ve had troublesome periods since I was 14 or 15. I used to have such
heavy periods that I would pass out multiple times a day due to the
amount of blood I was losing and the amount of pain I was in. Let’s say
that my hormones and body aren’t behaving!
When I was searching around online I came across Saalt and
immediately loved their values. Let me tell you, it’s one of the best
decisions I’ve ever made. It is SO comfortable, I have less cramping, less
discomfort down there [plus] more awareness of my body and what
happens at that dreaded time each month and actually my period is a
couple of days shorter.
Super plus tampons weren’t enough and I was always worried about
what was going on. Switching to a menstural cup has given me so much
freedom. Now I’m able to go to the gym three times a week and not
worry about the type of exercise I’m doing.
Quite honestly it’s been an absolute game changer for me and I would
hugely recommend the Saalt Cup to anyone who is looking for an
alternative menstrual product."
- Sarah Barker (29, Cambridgeshire)

Happy
menstruating
to us all.

Saalt Cups are £25, available from
Feelunique, Amazon UK and Saaltco.uk
For any media enquiries please contact
rhiannon@ccdpr.com and emma@ccdpr.com

